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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN 
 

Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of “The Tiger”. 

 

The fourth year of centennial commemorations for the Great War has now arrived and, 

as with 1916 and the Battle of the Somme, the focus of planned commemorations will be 

the Battle of Passchendaele, or the 3rd Battle of Ypres, fought between 31st July and 10th 

November 1917. Like the Battle of the Somme, the battle for Passchendaele has become 

firmly embedded in public opinion as symbol of the futility and slaughter of the Great 

War, with men fighting and dying in a swamp of a battlefield for little gain and no 

apparent purpose. Whilst there is no doubt the battle was fought in appalling conditions, 

as illustrated below, now is perhaps the time to banish the remainder of this myth, at least 

in the eyes of our readers . . . 

 

 
Stretcher bearers struggle through the mud of the Passchendaele battlefield. 

One of these men has relatives living today in Enderby, Leicestershire. 

 

The first point that has to be considered is that by July 1917, the burden of continuing 

the War on the Western Front sat squarely on the shoulders of the British Army. The 

mutinies that occurred in the French Army two months earlier, a result of the flawed 

offensive launched by General Robert Nivelle against the heights of the Aisne valley in 

the April, effectively removed one ally from the battlefield. Secondly, considering the War 

from a global prospective, the political upheaval in Russia, in particular the coming to 

power of Lenin in the October removed yet another, and with the fighting ending on the 

Eastern Front, German forces could now be transferred to the west. Without Russian 

support, Romania, who had entered the War on the Allied side in August 1916, now found 

herself isolated and subsequent invasion by both Austo-Hungarian and Bulgarian forces 

led to a request for an Armistice by the end of the year.  

 

Furthermore, on the Italian front, Italian and Austro-Hungarian forces had continued 

their series of inconclusive battles along the Isonzo River until, with German assistance, 

the Italians were shattered at the Battle of Caporetto (24th October to 19th November) ,  
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with a junior Officer, one Erwin Rommel, playing a starring role and establishing his 

reputation. Even the entry of the United States of America into the fray in April 1917 was 

a blessing in disguise. Although their vast man-power could, and did, tip the balance in 

favour of the Allied cause, it would be many months before these men would make their 

presence felt on the field of battle.  

 

The British were therefore faced with a stark choice. To abandon the campaign for 

Passchendaele would therefore mean that no major belligerent nation was engaging 

Germany in battle in the remaining main theatre of the War. Any lull in the fighting would 

only be to German benefit, who, after all, was the invader who had to be evicted from its 

conquered territory, however fiercely it fought to defend it. Against that must be 

considered the ever-deteriorating conditions on the ground and the ever growing casualty 

figures.  

 

 

There can be little doubt the 

German forces suffered the 

same deprivations as their 

Allied opponents. General 

Hermann von Kuhl, former 

Chief of the German General 

Staff, would later write “the 

sufferings, privations and 

exertions which the soldiers 

had to endure were 

inexpressible. The “Hell of 

Verdun” was exceeded by 

Flanders. The Battle of   
David Lloyd George Flanders has been called 

“The greatest martyrdom of 

General Hermann 

von Kuhl 

the First World War. Looking back it seems that what was borne was superhuman”. Even in 

German eyes, therefore, the Battle for Passchendaele appears synonymous with 

desolation and despair and a symbol of the folly and futility of war. In Britain, it would 

be David Lloyd George, British Prime Minister in 1917 and a fierce opponent of Sir 

Douglas Haig and his Flanders Campaign, who planted the seeds from which the popular 

interpretation of the Battle would grow. In his “War Memoirs”, published in 1936, he 

devotes nearly 100 pages to a chapter entitled The Campaign of the Mud: Passchendaele 

and in condemnatory language concludes that No soldier of any intelligence now defends 

this senseless campaign, certainly not one who is not implicated by some share of 

responsibility for it and that Passchendaele was indeed one of the greatest disasters of the 

War.  

   

I beg to disagree! Lloyd George’s dislike of Haig, his obsession with minor theatres of 

War and his desire to court continued popularity by disassociation with the heavy losses 

incurred in the Battle have, unfortunately, distorted history, at least in popular 

perception. I hope that more serious analysis will correct this imbalance as the year 

progresses . . .  

 

D.S.H. 
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 Our Branch Website Address is: 

www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com 

 

 

 

BRANCH MEETINGS 
The Elms Social & Service 

Club, Bushloe End,  

WIGSTON, Leicestershire, 

LE18 2BA 

 7.30 p.m. 
 

30th January 2017 

Guest Speaker:  

Jim Walton 
- 

“A General’s Son”  

 

27th February 2017  

  Guest Speaker:  

David Humberston 
- 

“Not Missing, but Here” -  

  The Men of the Menin Gate 

Memorial  
  

27th March 2017  

  Guest Speaker:  

Dr Jim Beach 
- 

“Lord Gorrel and Army 

Education on the Western 

Front”  
 

24th April 2017  

  Guest Speaker:  

Dr John Sutton 
- 

“World War I Medical Services” 
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1917: THAT WAS THE YEAR . . . 

by Valerie Jacques 
 

The year, of course, will be dominated by, amongst many others, the hell of 

Passchendaele, the Russian Revolution and the entry of the United States into the war. 

Italy will come close to being knocked out of the war and the French Army will mutiny 

leaving Britain to bear the brunt of the campaign on the Western Front. German allies, 

Austro-Hungary and Turkey, are declining militarily and politically. 
 

The year will also see Siegfried Sassoon issue his “Soldier’s Declaration” against the 

continuation of the war and the Bardic Chair, at the National Eisteddfod of Wales, will 

be draped in black to mark the recent death in action of the winner, Hedd Wyn (Ellis 

Humphrey Evans). The Balfour Declaration will confirm British support for a Jewish 

homeland in Palestine and the Royal House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha will become 
Windsor. 

 

There will also be advances in medicine to assist with the survival of battle casualties: 
 

Absorbent Napkins and Tissues - Ernst Mahler & Kimberley-Clark 

Blood Banks - addition of Sodium Nitrate 

Portable X-rays - Marie Curie 

The Thomas Splint - Hugh Owen Thomas 

Triage - Dr Antoine de Page 

 

Popular Songs Published will include: 
 

“For Me and My Gal” – George Mayer, Edgar Leslie & E. Ray Goetz 

“Give Me the Moonlight, Give Me the Girl” – Lew Brown & Al Von Tilzer 

“I’m Always Chasing Rainbows” – Harry Carroll & Joseph McCarthy 

"Mademoiselle from Armentières" – Anon. 

 

New Books Published will include: 
 

“Fairies and Fusiliers” – Robert Graves 

“Piccadilly Jim” – P.G. Wodehouse 

“Poems – Posthumous Collection” (incl. Adelstrop) – Edward Thomas 

“Severn and Somme” – Ivor Gurney 

“Sinister Street” – Compton Mackenzie 

“The Old Huntsman and Other Poems” – Siegfried Sassoon 

 

Babies destined to become famous will be born: 

 

Ella FitzGerald – Jazz Singer 

Zsa Zsa Gabor – Actress 

Indira Ghandi – Indian Prime Minister 

Denis Healey – Labour Party Politician 

Frankie Howerd – Comedian 

John F Kennedy – US President 

Vera Lynn – Singer & Forces Sweetheart 

Dean Martin – Actor/Singer 

Robert Mitchum – Actor 

Googie Withers – Actress 

Jane Wyman – Actress 
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THE PORTUGUESE FIREPLACE 

by David Humberston 
 

At the outbreak of the Great War, Portugal had declared its neutrality and, despite 

various skirmishes with German troops in Africa, maintained this position until March 

1916.  On 23rd February of that year, at the request of the British Government, the 

Portuguese had seized 36 German and Austro-Hungarian ships in Lisbon, an act deemed 

hostile by both Germany and Austro-Hungary, who consequently declared war on 

Portugal on 9th and 15th March respectively. 

 

Britain’s relationship with Portugal can be traced back to an alliance between King 

Richard II of England and King John I of Portugal agreed in 1373 and ratified by the 

Treaty of Windsor in 1386. The longest surviving treaty in world history, it contains terms 

for the guarantee of the mutual security of both nations and the strengthening of 

commercial ties between the two countries. It was under the terms of this treaty that 

Britain fought in Portugal on the Iberian Peninsula during the Napoleonic Wars and that 

Britain requested the seizure of enemy shipping in February 1916.  

 

Portuguese troops first arrived on the Western Front in early 1917, but a small number 

were also sent to Britain. It is their presence in England that is commemorated by what 

became known as “The Portuguese Fireplace”. One year earlier, Prince Arthur of 

Connaught, Governor-General of Canada, had provided Britain with some 1,500 

Lumberjacks, subsequently known as The Canadian Forestry Corps, to provide expertise 

in felling trees and woodland to provide 

material for the War. The first contingent, 

originally only 15 in number, set up a 

camp near Lyndhurst in Hampshire and 

began work in the New Forest. At the 

height of the camp’s usage, there were 

around 200 Canadians there, 

supplemented in 1917 by a further 

contingent of 100 Portuguese labourers. 

The Canadians were much better 

equipped than the Portuguese, who at one 

stage went on strike until they were 

provided with oilskins to combat weather 

conditions.    
 The Portuguese Fireplace 

Today, the solitary reminder of this Camp is “The Portuguese Fireplace”, the fireplace 

from the Camp Cookhouse, maintained by the Forestry Commission as a memorial to the 

men who worked there. It can be found by the roadside close to Millyford Bridge, a mile 

and a quarter from Emery Down, beside the minor road leading towards the Bolderwood 

Deer Sanctuary. Close by can also be found a deep cutting that was part of a narrow 

gauge railway used to take the timber to a sawmill, the concrete foundations of which can 

also be located. This unique memorial appears to be little-known, except to the local 

wildlife and ponies who appear alongside it, as depicted on this month’s cover illustration.      
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CENTENARY CALENDAR 
 

FEBRUARY 1917 
 

 1st - Germany: Beginning of unrestricted 

submarine warfare announced. 

3rd - Atlantic Ocean: American transport 

SS Housatonic, stopped by U53 enroute 

from Galveston, Texas, to Liverpool 

carrying cargo of grain and flour. Crew 

allowed into lifeboats and ship torpedoed 20 

miles south of Bishop Rock, off Isles of 

Scilly; Egypt: Fighting continuing in Siwa 

Oasis on western frontier; USA: President 

Wilson breaks off diplomatic relations with 

Germany. 

4th - Belgium: Members of activist faction of 

Flemish Movement in German-occupied 

Belgium create Council of Flanders to 

represent Flemish interests in future peace 

talks. 

7th - Atlantic Ocean: British transport SS 

California, enroute from New York to 

Glasgow, torpedoed without warning by 

U85 38 miles off Fastnet Rock, Ireland – 43 

souls lost. 

8th - Egypt: British operations against 

Senussi come to an end. 

 9th - France: Germans begin withdrawal to 

newly built Hindenburg Line, some 20 miles 

behind existing front, stretching from Arras 

to Soissons. Codenamed Operation Alberich 

(Unternehmen Alberich), it will eliminate 

two salients thereby shortening enemy front 

line and easing defence. 

14th - Britain: Government pledges 

restoration of Alsace and Lorraine to 

France. Japanese government informed 

that Britain will support their claims to 

German territories north of Equator if they 

will support British claims south of it. 

21st - English Channel: In thick fog, south of 

St. Catherine's Point off Isle of Wight, RMS 

Darro accidentally rams British troopship 

SS Mendi's starboard quarter, breaching 

her forward hold where men lay asleep.  

Mendi, enroute from Cape Town to France,  

via Plymouth, was escorted by HMS Brisk 

who picks up survivors. 607 black Labour 

Corps troops, 9 white South Africans and 30 

crew lost. Inexplicably, Darro offers no 

assistance. . . . 

23rd - Britain: No. 100 Squadron, RFC, 

established at Hingham in Norfolk 

specifically as a night bombing unit. 

Mobilised following month, it will first be 

based at St Andre-aux-Bois, France, and 

receive twelve FE2Bs withdrawn from other 

units. They will be modified for new 

operational role; Mesopotamia: British and 

Indian forces reoccupy Kut-al-Amara and 

Turks retreat towards Baghdad. 

24th - Russia: Lasting less than a week, The 

February Revolution (by Julian Calendar) 

will be first of two in 1917. Centring on 

Petrograd it is confined to the capital, and 

vicinity, with riots and strikes breaking out 

due to scarcity of food and hopeless 

disruption of economy. Moderates join 

radicals in call to overthrow Tsar. 

25th - Atlantic Ocean: German U-boat U50 

sinks Cunard liner RMS Laconia. 12 souls 

lost with President Wilson describing death 

of American citizens as “the overt-act for 

which I am waiting”. Britain: German 

destroyers carry out raid on Margate and 

Broadstairs; France: German forces carry 

out withdrawal from front line positions on 

the Ancre. 

26th - France: Anglo-French conference at 

Calais where Lloyd George tries to 

subordinate British Armies to Nivelle's 

command; USA: President Wilson asks 

Congress for power to arm US merchant 

ships. 

28th - USA: American press publishes 

German proposals for alliance with Mexico 

against United States. 
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ORPHAN MEMORIALS – THE NEED FOR EDUCATION 

by Denis Kenyon 
 

It is an unhappy truth that in many cases there is scant respect by organisations and 

individuals who should know better, for the memory of those who gave their lives on our 

behalf. When churches, chapels, clubs etc. close, the war memorials within them erected 

with love and pride, are frequently deemed to be an irrelevance at best or a nuisance to 

be disposed of. It is thus hardly surprising when children also treat them badly - they 

have hardly had a good example set to them.  

 

Prevention being better than cure, my colleague Chris Stephens and I, were seeking ways 

in which we could show youngsters how hurtful it was to scrawl graffiti and cause 

damage.  We appreciate that this behaviour is mindless rather than vicious but the names 

defaced were someone's father, brother, son. Talking about this to a visitor on one of our 

Open Days, this lady mentioned that she was a volunteer at a charity called Warning 

Zone on Frog Island operating specifically to teach children in the age group 9 - 11 safety, 

common sense and respect both at home and in the community.  

 

Chris and I decided to investigate and made an appointment to visit.  We were totally 

amazed.  There were eight (now nine) film set quality modules including a small park and 

cemetery.  The park bench was gouged and scorched.  There was litter everywhere. That 

"lightbulb" moment came - an interactive war memorial with graffiti on one side and 

clean the other!  We made an offer to fund this and it was enthusiastically accepted. It 

was wonderful opportunity to get the message over in a very real way.  Nearly every child 

in the City and County visits Warning Zone - some 8,000 a year.  

 

 

We then had a bit of luck.  We were put in 

touch with a company specialising in the 

design and manufacture of fantastically 

realistic looking sets for theme parks - 

Meticulous Ltd of Brazil Street. The designer 

there, Dean Wheal turned our pedestrian idea 

into a superb war memorial with five names 

covered in scrawl on a discrete TV screen in 

the centre, shown left.  At the press of a hidden 

button the pages in an old 1920's photograph 

album are turned over.  The first photograph 

shows one of the names on the memorial as a 

baby, then a young boy, as a footballer, then 

proudly in his new army uniform.  Next is seen the telegram announcing his death in 

action and his mother's voice is heard asking if it was fun to desecrate her boy's 

name.  The final screen is the memorial clean again.  

 

It is an immensely powerful message.  We feel that whatever else we as a Project achieve, 

this will be an enduring force for good.  
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With financial support from Denis and Chris’ project,   Leicester City, County & Rutland At 

Risk War Memorials, the interactive War Memorial was commissioned and created and an 

official presentation ceremony at the premises of Warning Zone was arranged for 13th 

December 2016, with those members of the WFA Committee connected with the At Risk 

Memorials Project invited to attend.  Upon accepting Denis’s kind invitation, one did not 

expect that the late Autumn afternoon would have been quite so drizzly, dank and dark. Our 

reception, in contrast, was bright, warm and welcoming with myself, David, Paul and Roy 

later enjoying a private tour of the site.  Also in attendance were pupils from Tudor Grange 

Samworth Academy who, resplendent in their green blazers, certainly appeared to have 

enjoyed their day and who happily posed, together with their teachers, for photographs with 

Colonel Martin OBE, patron of Warning Zone, and ourselves, following the handover (as 

shown above).  

 

Warning Zone, on Frog Island, Leicester, is an interactive life skills centre which supports 

the social and personal development of children aged between 9 and 11 from Primary, 

Independent and Special Schools within the City, County and Rutland as well as other 

groups such as Cadets, Scouts, Guides etc. It provides them with vital life skills aimed to 

assist with their civic, moral and safety awareness in the community, countryside and on-

line. Each of the nine “Zones” resemble film-set scenarios each incorporating credible life-

like situations such as Fire in the Home, Personal Safety, Water Safety, Risk around 

Railways etc. The E-Safety Zone, designed as a retro fair-ground, covers such topics as 

Online Grooming, Cyber Bullying and Protecting Personal Information. 

 

For more information visit: www.warningzone.org.uk 

Email: enquiries@warningzone.org.uk 

Phone: 0116 2629739 

 

Valerie Jacques 
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD 

 

 

AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS 
An Open Day for viewing the Memorials has been arranged at 

 

 

 
 

 

for 

SATURDAY  

28th JANUARY 2017 

at 

The Chancel,  

Rear of All Saints Church, 

Highcross Street, Leicester 

from 11.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. 
 

Further information is available from Project 

Director, Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on 

denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk.  

 

 

 

SUNDAY 

29th JANUARY 2017 
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FROM THE RECORD OFFICE . . . 

 

 
 

OUR UNKNOWN SOLDIER 
 

On 20th February 2016 the remains of a British soldier of the Great War were unearthed 

near the French town of Auchy-les-Mines by members of The Durand Group, a team 

researching the underground relics – dugouts, tunnels and mines – of the First World War. 

At Auchy, the Durand archaeologists were exploring an entrance to the once fearsome 

German fortress, the Hohenzollern Redoubt. 

 

Here, the Hohenzollern Redoubt still conjures up memories of devastating casualties 

suffered by the two territorial battalions of the Leicestershire Regiment in an attack on 

the fortress on 13 October 1915. This link was literally spelled out when it was found that, 

attached to a few tattered threads of khaki on the soldier, was the battered shoulder title: 

LEICESTER. No effort was spared to identify the soldier. The Ministry of Defence, the 

Regiment and the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland (where the 

Regiment’s archives are housed) were all contacted. Was the Unknown Soldier from the 

4th Battalion (recruited in Leicester and its suburbs) or the 5th (County) Battalion? Was 

there anything amongst the remains with a name or number? 

 

Sadly, it proved impossible to identify the unknown ‘Tiger’.  Although a treasure trove 

of buttons, buckles and personal items (from a mug and spoon to the coins in his pocket) 

were unearthed, none gave any clue as to identity. There was no identity disk, no inscribed 

watch or cigarette case, and no personal papers had survived in the wet earth. Thanks to 

the kindness of the Royal Tigers Association the Record Office is now able to put on display 

some of the artefacts found beside that Unknown Soldier of our County Regiment. 

Alongside a display on the battle, visitors can see personal relics and rusted pieces of 

equipment from that most fateful day of 1915. 

 

For more details contact: Robin Jenkins or Jenny Moran on (0116 257 1080) or through 

recordoffice@leics.gov.uk . The Display is freely accessible during Office opening hours at 

The Record Office, Long Street, Wigston. LE18 2AH. 
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EAT, DRINK AND BE . . . . . . GLAD 
by Roy-Anthony Birch 

 

Yes; I know we would usually say “be merry”.  But at Christmas and New Year 1916 & 

17 we might well have said “be merry if you can” and, above all: “be glad”.  Glad, that 

is, still to be alive, with the war that was supposed to be over three Christmases ago 

showing no sign of even approaching a conclusion, and with so many having perished or 

been permanently maimed in truly unfathomable numbers.  Much of the world had 

entered a new dark age: millions of lives had been disrupted and hundreds of thousands 

were in turmoil.  How could anyone think of merry-making at a time like this? 

  

The answer, of course, lay in the irrepressibility and resilience of the people.  Not that 

these qualities are exclusively British.  Yet there is something about the spirit of old 

Albion that brings out the best in the majority of her subjects - never say “die” etc., when 

their backs are against the wall.  And so it was in Leicester in the weeks before Christmas 

1916, with the locals sensing that our doughty servicemen needed their support as never 

before.     

  

  

LEFT: Ye Olde English Faire, Leicester 1916: A limited edition book published to record 

the event. It featured pictures of old Leicester, along with a text that extolled the bravery of 

the city’s soldiers, sailors and airmen. RIGHT: A plan of the many stalls at the event. 

 

Seldom if ever had this support been more willingly lent than in the staging of Ye Olde 

Englishe Faire in Leicester Market Place in September.  Neither can anything have 

offered a greater contrast with the near riot engendered by Ramsey Macdonald M.P. at 

the same venue on May Day 1918: (see my October 2016 “TIGER” article Marking and 

Calling Time).  For Ye Olde Englishe Faire of Thursday and Friday 28th & 29th  September 

1916 was a truly mammoth undertaking, aimed at raising a minimum of £10,000 towards 

the Mayor’s Fund For Wounded Soldiers, whose overall target was £100,000.  That the 

Faire was an unparalleled triumph was due to the efforts of virtually the entire 

community; of stallholders and customers alike.  Pupils of Leicester’s Newarke Girls 

Secondary School led the way, reporting for duty at the conclusion of Wednesday’s 

trading to decorate the Market Place in readiness for the launch.  The Leicester Cripple’s 
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Guild created 15,000 bunches of flowers to augment copious bundles of evergreen to 

festoon the stalls, while 2,000 yards of festive streamers and bunting in vivid patriotic 

colours positively transformed the rest. 

  

Then there was the merchandise; sufficient to rival an oriental bazaar: 2,000 pairs of 

boots and shoes, 10,000 items of hosiery, some 500 pictures and engravings, jewelry 

valued at over £2,000, pieces of electro-plating and silverware, 10,000 cigars, a quantity 

of antique furniture and China, several typewriters, two carts, and a motor-cycle, this 

last selling for just over £5.  There were literally “tons of fruit and huge quantities of sweets 

and chocolate” according to the press - Was there really a war on?  Dolls and toys were 

also “in abundance”, while the Lady Mayoress’s ladies had knitted and crocheted their 

way to pyramids of craftwork, boosting the refugees’ contributions of delicate Belgian 

lace.   

  
Thursday’s proceedings were opened by the Mayor, Alderman Jonathan North, in the 

brightest of warm autumn sunshine.  Thousands flocked to Leicester from neighbouring 

Midland counties.  Business boomed, and spirits were lifted still higher on a swell of 

musical offerings.  The bands of The Leicestershire Regiment and of The Desford 

Industrial School were prominent performers, as children from local Elementary Schools 

sang and danced “the Morris of Olde England” and cavorted around the maypole.  One 

of the most amusing incidents occurred during an auction of livestock of which, again, 

there was an abundance, including dogs and a donkey.  When a Leicestershire “Tommy” 

bid successfully for a brace of cockerels, he was left with the dilemma of what to do with 

them; specifically, how to get them home.  Not wishing to travel with live poultry, he 

meted out to the hapless fowl the treatment which he said he would gladly have rendered 

to the Kaiser, and promptly wrung the bird’s necks!  

  

 “Tommies” at the Front would doubtless have been astonished at such merriment; the 

clamour, the commodities, and the spending.  His needs were of an altogether more 

modest sort.  Items appearing regularly in the press suggested that, where diet was 

concerned, he was usually contented with his lot and comforted in knowing that the folks 

back home had not forgotten him.  A letter from an officer in the 4th Leicesters, 

reproduced in The Leicester Daily Post in 1915 included the following: 
 

The system of rationing the men is simple, but it entails a little thought and 
plenty of work and I am constantly on the go.  We make their food up in sandbags 
for each trench, and at a stated time, at night, they go up to the rear of the trenches 
to where men have carried the rations in.  They have braziers and burn coke and 
charcoal and are able to have warm tea and Bully and biscuits or bread.  The 
bacon is boiled and they have it cold.  Last night I forwarded each man one of the 
packets of chocolate which The Leicester Mercury Fund have sent, and they will 
have another packet a little later.  Out of the trenches, they have a good full diet; 
vegetables and meat, and they all look well and are very cheery. 

 

Circumstances, of course, often prevented men from being so well looked after.  Men like 

Sapper Jack Martin of 122nd Infantry Brigade Signals were frequently compelled to 

forage for food and fuel simply to survive, not least during the chaos of The Somme 

Campaign for example, from which, mercifully, he emerged unscathed.  Imagine his joy  
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at Christmas 1916 on being able to take his place at a table - more the proverbial groaning 

board, laden with festive fare the like of which, for many, was the stuff of rapidly fading 

memory.  His diary entry for December 25th describes the evening meal: “We all sat down 

to a first course of turkey, ham, beef, mashed potatoes, cabbage, and plenty of 

stuffing.  Everything was excellently cooked and delightfully tender.  We especially enjoyed 

the cabbage, for we get very little green stuff in the ordinary course.  After the poultry came 

the Xmas pudding, custard, jellies, and tinned peaches and pineapple.  Apples, oranges, and 

nuts, came as dessert, and there were cigars and cigarettes for everybody and beer and wine 

for those who desired either”.  The dinner was followed by a concert and during the 

interval, presumably for those who could still find room, the company was treated to 

“Jam tarts; large ones called Church Windows because they had strips of pastry latticed 

across the jam, with cakes and biscuits etc.”.  Some feast; and richly deserved! 

  

Such feasting became the stuff of memory for all but the well connected, both military 

and civilian, as 1916 faded.  Shortages of what civilians regarded as “essentials” became 

evermore acute on both sides of the wartime divide, and most especially in 

Germany.  Things were alarming enough in Britain, with her new government under 

Premier David Lloyd George facing the unpalatable truth that the amount of Allied 

shipping sunk in the final four months of 1916 was three times the amount lost in the first 

eight months of that same year.  This had obvious implications for staple foodstuffs such 

as cereals, and especially wheat, leading to the introduction of the “wartime loaf” with its 

peculiar and ill-defined ingredients.  Add to this the call for “meat free days” and the 

gravity of the situation could not be doubted. 

  

Germany’s civilian population, meanwhile, was suffering far more grievously and had 

been far longer.  Extracts from letters written to German P.O.W.s via Switzerland from 

relatives at home and reportedly intercepted by Allied agents in Europe appeared 

regularly in British newspapers from April 1916 onwards.  Space allows me to offer only 

a flavour here, but sufficient to suggest the extent of genuine suffering, even allowing for 

a degree of Allied propaganda.  From a correspondent in Brunswick “I am continually 

hungry.  Meat and sausage I have not eaten since I don’t know when; nothing but fish and 

cheese.  There is no possibility of getting any butter, lard, or potatoes.  For one whole week 

I had no potatoes.  One really doesn’t know on what one can live.  It is dreadful”.  From 

Weiner “There is famine in Germany.  The rich eat meat and all they want, but the poor are 

dying of starvation.  The poor fellows in the trenches are complaining dreadfully of hunger 

too”.  From Berlin “Food is very dear; often we can buy nothing and we do not know what 

will become of us”. 

  

Finally, as the Allied blockade tightened, an item in The Leicester Mercury of April 22nd 

1916 sounded a grisly note: 

 

DOGS FOR FOOD; 150 KILLED AT KIEL 
 

The Kieler Zeitung states that the new and prohibitive dog tax in Germany, making 
it possible for only the wealthy to keep dogs, has sounded the death knell of 
thousands of animals, especially large ones. Lately in Kiel alone, for example, about 
150 were killed. The carcases were turned into so-called “Fleischmehl” – meat and 
bone-meal , which is being used under different disguises for human consumption   
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    CONTACT US 
 

We thank once again to those readers who contacted us following the production of 

previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments are valued and welcomed and we are always 

open to suggestions as to what you, our readers, would like to see included/excluded.  
 

All articles reproduced in this newsletter are accepted in good faith and every effort is 

always made to ensure accuracy of the information given. It should be noted however that 

the opinions expressed by the contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor, her 

associates or the Western Front Association. The Editor reserves the right to amend, 

condense or edit any article submitted although the full version will be available, via e-

mail, upon request.  Anyone wishing to submit material is more than welcome to contact 

us by e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk 
 

 “We very much value your continued support” 
 

Valerie Jacques (Branch Secretary & Newsletter Editor) 

David Humberston (Branch Chairman) 
 

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE. 

 

 
In 1917, Belgian physician Antoine De Page helped the Allies pioneer the use of “triage,” 

an efficient approach for directing medical resources. 
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